
INSTRUCTIONS
Item 14280

Seadrift™ Hammock/Stand Combo
Thank you for purchasing this Texsport hammock. Please read and understand each step of the set-up instructions. We encourage
you to set-up this hammock at least once prior to your camping trip, ensuring that you have a satisfactory understanding of the
set-up process. We hope you enjoy your new hammock and that it will give you many years of camping pleasure. 

Do not apply excessive force to this product.

PARTS LIST:

A ....4 - Tapered Base Rails
B ....2 - Header Bars
C ....4 - Straight with tapered ends
D ....2 - Tubular Dowels
E ....1 - Pillow
F ....1 - Hammock Bed
G ....4 - Spiral/V Hooks
H ....2 - Loop Rings
I......2 - Loop Rings with Chain
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STEP 1 - Assembly of the stand is
generally easier with two people
or with something to lean the
stand against for temporary sup-
port during assembly. Assemble
the 4 tapered base rails as
shown above (A). Be certain the
stand is assembled and used on
solid, level ground.

STEP 2 - Attached the 4 straight
rails with tapered ends to the
base rails (C). Then attach the 2
(B) header bars to the straight
rails. Be certain the stand is as-
sembled and used on solid, level
ground.

STEP 3 - Locate the 2 loop rings
with chains and 1 tubular dowel
(I).

MODEL:  SEADRIFT™ HAMMOCK/STAND COMBO • ITEM 14280 • MADE IN CHINA • EMC10



STEP 7 - Attach tubular bar and
loop ring to the inserted v hooks.

STEP 9 - Your new hammock is
ready to enjoy.

STEP 8 - Tie the hammock pillow
to the header bar.

STEP 4 - Slide a tubular dowel (D)
through the sewn hem at each
end of the hammock. Insert the
dowel through the loop rings (H)
in the cutout portions of the ham-
mock. The loop and ring should
be on the same side as the
header bar.

STEP 5 - Place the straight side of
a spiral/V hook (G) into the two
outer holes going completely
through the header tubing (B)
and out the bottom. The curved
portion of the spiral/V hook
should point toward the ham-
mock. Attached the chain to the v
hook.

STEP 6 - Repeat step 4 and 5 for
the other side of the hammock
bed, but without the chain (part
H).

MAINTENANCE:
1. For best results and longer life, store your stand out of the weather to reduce the possibility of rust.
2. BEFORE EACH USE, INSPECT ALL MOUNTING HARDWARE, STAND PARTS, POINTS OF CONNECTION AND YOUR HAMMOCK FOR INDICA-

TIONS OF TEAR OR DEFECTS, REPLACE ALL WORN PARTS PRIOR TO USE OF YOUR STAND OR HAMMOCK.
3. Should the painted surface become scratched or chipped, obtain a matching paint and touch up spots where the underlying metal is exposed to

inhibit rust.

CAUTIONS AND WARNINGS:

DO NOT let children or anyone else use the hammock or stand for a trampoline or swing. Swinging and roughhousing are dangerous and will wear
your hammock and stand much quicker than normal.

DO NOT allow the connections (where one part inserts into another part) to become loose or less than fully inserted. Inspect prior to every use to make
certain that parts are firmly connected.

DO NOT EXCEED THE SUGGESTED WEIGHT LIMIT FOR YOUR HAMMOCK. THESE WEIGHT LIMITS ARE INDICATED ON MOST HAMMOCKS.

QUESTIONS:
If you should have any questions, problems or comments, please call our Customer Service Department at 
1-800-231-1402 or e-mail info@texsport.com. This Department is open M–F from 8 a.m.–5 p.m. CST.


